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MICRO PRESENTATION TOPICS
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Topic
The commercialisation of health care
Importance of after school games and sports
A bird in hand is worth two in the bush
It is always the darkest hour just before the dawn
Green house effect
Business is all about marketing.
Strategies for increasing creativity in problem solving
The importance of learning from history
A minimum qualification to become a politician
Corruption is the price paid for democracy
Do film festivals promote art and culture
Reservation vs meritocracy
Government funding to IITs and IIMs
Has India successfully redeemed its tryst with destiny
Are we producing a generation of burnt out children
The concept of ethical hacking
Are MNCs superior to Indian companies
A diamond in the rough
Leveraging ICT for smart cities
E-Waste and urban mining
Integrity and ethics essential in negotiation
Self awareness the key to success
One thing you will do to change the world
The 'none of the above' choice in voting
The concept of surrogate advertising
Politics reigns supreme over economic reforms and growth
The Government and reduction in oil prices
Are growth and integrity poles apart
Relevance of socialism today
Is greed good?
The right to a negative vote
Psychological benefits of internet
A friend in need is a friend indeed
Working in Teams: boon or a bane
Social Media and Politics
There is no such thing as a free lunch
Indian Wildlife on the verge of Extinction
People don’t fail. They give up
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Topic
Should the Indian troops be withdrawn from Siachen
Have examinations killed education
The Delhi odd-even car formula
Commercialisation of Health care
Advertising: All glitter and no truth
Leaders should be followers first
Why rules are always broken and seldom followed
Is the television a dying medium?
Safety of women in India
A liitle knowledge is a dangerous thing
A sound mind leads to a healthy body
Indian super league: A boost to sports other than cricket
The Taste of Indian Cuisine in the Global Restaurant
Advice most needed is the least heeded
Free basics
Life in a media rich society
The Bharat ratna awards
The impact of Peer pressure
Censorship of internet content
Criminals and Indian politics
The relevance of family run businesses
India's wildlife protection policy
Emoticons and the future
Much ado about nothing
A chain is only as strong as its weakest link
Disaster management and Tourism
Job security - A decisive factor for Indian employees
Effective practices in increasing employee engagement
India as a Land of Contrasts
The declassification of the Netaji files
Managers are born not trained
Returning of national awards as a form of protest
Road rage has increased stree in life
The corrupt efficient politician vs the honest inefficient politician
The role of the UN in the last decade
should journalism be out of the purview of censorship
All Indians are born equal in capacity and achievement

1. All candidates are required to participate in the Micro Presentation (Extempore) to test their communication skill and knowledge on the given topics.
2. The Micro Presentation is for 90 seconds per candidate,
3. Each Candidate will be asked to pick a topic on random basis at the Selection Process Venue and present orally on the Topic.
4. Candidates will have a chance to present only ONE topic listed. No second chance will be given to any candidate
5. Candidates should not possess any material related to the Topics during the Selection Process
6. Candidates will not be permitted to present any topic in Power Point (PPT) or Video
7. Cellular Phone, Satellite Phone, Pager, Scientific Calculators, Notebook, Textbooks, Printed Materials etc., are not allowed into the Selection Process Venue.
8. The decision of the GD/MP Panel will be final and binding

